
Create our Solar System 
lesson idea
Suitable for students aged: 9-11

INTRO
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® SCIENCE MATH

Materials
Compass, pencils, rulers

A3 piece of white paper (or 2 x A4)

Coloured pencils, crayons or chalk

A3 piece of dark coloured paper (or 2 x A4 

stuck together with sticky tape)

Internet enabled device to watch BrainPOP 

movies (optional, login required)

Students will:
Learn about scale, distance, and ratio

Learn about the order of the planets in our 

solar system

Create a scale solar system picture for  

classroom display



Preparation
Using a scale of 1,000,000,000:1 you can draw the planets in our solar system. 

We’ve provided the measurements and instructions for you.

Depending on your student’s ability you could ask them to work out the ratios 

individually or in pairs.

PLANET
EQUATORIAL RADIUS 

(KM)
EQUATORIAL RADIUS 

(CM)

Mercury 2,439 0.24

Venus 6,052 0.61

Earth 6,378 0.64

Mars 3,394 0.34

Jupiter 71,400 7.24

Saturn 60,000 6.00

Uranus 25,600 2.56

Neptune 24,300 2.43
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Part 1 - drawing your planets
1    Follow the measurements in cm from the table above. Start with the largest planet, 

Jupiter.

2    Make sure the pencil and compass points are level and touching. Using a ruler, set the 

compass so that it’s 7.24 cm wide. This is the radius of the circle (planet).

3    Draw a dot on the white piece of paper, leaving room to draw a circle around it. Place 

the point of the compass on the dot and slowly turn the compass to draw a circle.

4    Now it’s time to colour the planet. Watch the BrainPOP Jupiter movie so you know 

what it looks like or use Google Image Search or similar
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5    Carefully cut around the edge of your planet and make sure to write the name on the 

reverse side.

6    Repeat these steps for each of the planets above. Watching the BrainPOP planets 

movies should help when it comes to colouring in.

Part 2 - Get sticking!
1    Now you’ve coloured and cut out your planets, it’s time to glue them to your dark  

night sky.

2    Holding the black paper horizontally (otherwise known as landscape), fold it in half to 
create a straight horizontal crease in the page. Open it out again. The crease is where 
the planets are going to sit.

3    On the left side of the page, use yellow chalk or pencil and draw the edge of the sun.

4    Watch the BrainPOP Solar System movie to learn what order the planets should be 
placed. Then, place the planets on the paper along the crease. Make sure there’s 
plenty of space to fit them all on.

5    Add a little glue to the edges of the reverse side of each planet and stick down along 
the fold.

6    As a finishing touch, label each planet and decorate the black paper with stars.
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